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Outline
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• What we do

• Improving supply chain efficiency

• Nestle’s data journey
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GS1 UK: our four areas of focus
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RETAIL HEALTHCARE

MARKETPLACESSME
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What has the UK been doing over the past few years to improve supply 
chain efficiencies?
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Improving supply chain efficiency 
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New technology meant the rest of the world sped up
while the UK got left behind

New market entrants 
are developing 

the future

Increasing risk of 
brand damage

Failing to keep up 
with global leaders

Failing to protect the 
consumer –

Natasha’s Law
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The UK is now on a journey to create a world 
class retail environment 
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Collaboration 

Retailers and brands working 
together to deliver a common 
industry approach – to move 

beyond today’s barriers and to 
shape the future of UK grocery

Efficiency 

Reducing complexity and 
eliminating non-value added 

activities – so retailers and brands 
can differentiate, innovate and 

grow through a platform of 
accurate data

Shoppers

Provide shoppers with the 
information they need to make 
safe and confident purchasing 

decisions based on:

Health and wellbeing
Lifestyle choices

Sustainability
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National retailers are leading the way 
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Onboard Building the case Consideration
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The solution: productDNA
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A single catalogue of high-quality, 

independently verified data that 

enable retailers and suppliers to 

use one shared language to 

describe and process products.
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Industry data model Product catalogue Verification service

Key elements of the service
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A harmonised model with 
one common language to 
describe product data for 

the UK

A single industry owned 
platform to facilitate the 

sharing of trusted product 
data

Independent verification to 
ensure high quality 

product data shared by 
suppliers
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Brands and manufacturers are already seeing the benefits
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Onboard In conversation 
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productDNA is delivering better data quality today
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• 2018 – 32% of new products checked had 

incorrect product data

• 2019 – Only 8% of product data failed the 

first check

• 38% of errors found directly impact 

consumers i.e on pack

• Over 60% of data inaccuracies are on ‘easier 

to fix’ core data such as measurements and 

weight, which drive supply chain efficiencies

38%

35%

18%

8%

Failure rate types - all failures 

On Pack Info. Weights Measurements Data Set
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productDNA is a significant 

milestone for the retail industry. 

In years to come, we will look 

back on it as the equivalent to 

the introduction of the barcode 

in 1974.

Marcus Dunsmore

Vice president integrated supply chain

Mondelēz International

”
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Nestlé’s data journey
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Nestlé have moved from...
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Manual submission of 
data

Inconsistent product 
checks

Lack of clarity on 
individual customer 

processes

More automated 
process – efficiency 

savings

Trusted source of 
data, independently 

verified 

In depth 
understanding of 
critical paths and 

processes 

To...
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www.gs1uk.org 

Thank you 
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